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@ The Library
READ | LEARN | CONNECT

Book Clubs: Book Bunch & LitWits
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Meet the Author

The Book Bunch Book and the LitWits Book Clubs meet the author, Val Emmich.

Our Book Bunch Club students are reaping the benefits of literacy! Members met each
Monday for 9 weeks to read and discuss the book adaptation of the Broadway show, Dear
Evan Hansen, by Val Emmich. On November 12th, students participated in a virtual Q&A
meeting with the author. LitWit Book Club members also met for 7 weeks to read and
discuss this amazing novel. LitWit members were able to tune in to the virtual presentation
from their classrooms and o�ces. Additional guests included United High School students
from S. Laurel’s class.

Visit the Library Corner
Web Page For:

● Library Updates
● Celebrations
● Resources
● Helpful Links

Scan the QR code
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Book Bunch Book Club

Social Emotional Learning in the Library with Book Bunch Club Members

Upon completing the novel, Dear Evan Hansen and meeting the author, Val Emmich,
students  worked on an SEL activity where they used a graphic organizer to write about
scenes from the novel and observations from the author’s presentation that expressed
empathy and why they believe it is important to pay it forward with kindness to others and
what good can come from that.

Book Talk
Killing November by Adriana Mather

From Follett
"November is trapped. At the mysterious Academy Absconditi, a school that's completely o�
the grid, there's no electricity, no internet, and a brutal eye-for-an-eye punishment system.
Classes include everything from knife-throwing and poisons to the art of deception. And the
other students? All children of the world's most elite strategists, in training to become
assassins, spies, and master manipulators. November Adley doesn't know why she's been
sent to this place, or the secrets that make up its legacy, but she'll quickly discover that
allies are few in a school where competition is everything. When another student is
murdered, all eyes turn to November, who must figure out exactly how she fits in before she
is found guilty of the crime...or becomes the killer's next victim"--OCLC.
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Let’s Go to the Movies!

The Book Bunch Book Club takes a field trip to the Movies.

We read the book, met the author, and watched the movie version of Dear Evan Hansen! On
Wednesday, December 1, 2021, 46 Book Bunch Club Members and 5 chaperones attended a
private viewing of Dear Evan Hansen at Cinemark, Mall Del Norte. At our next book club
meeting, students discussed the similarities and di�erences between the Broadway Show,
the novel.

Book Talk
Frankly In Love by David Yoon

From Follett
"High school senior Frank Li takes a risk to go after a girl his parents would never
approve of, but his plans will leave him wondering if he ever really understood love--or
himself--at all"--Provided by publisher.
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Fuddruckers Fun!

Fuddruckers for lunch!
After an awesome 2 ½ hour movie, students enjoyed lunch at Fuddruckers. Thank you to
Mr. Salazar for your continuous support of literacy and Mrs. Hinojosa for allowing our
Annex Chaperones to attend.

Library Facts
Americans go to school, public,

and academic libraries

3x
more frequently than they go to

the movies.
From ilovelibraries.org

Library Meme Library Walk-In Stats

3219
student walk-ins at the library

for the month of November.
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Read for Life: November & December
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